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USEFUL LINKS FOR FINDING PHD & POST DOC POSITIONS IN FINALND 

1. Info about FICORE Finnish Indian Consortia for Research and Education: 

https://ficore.aalto.fi/  

2. All the links to the Doctoral education pages of the 13 Finnish Universities. Finnish Research 

Flagships : https://www.aka.fi/en/research-funding/programmes-and-other-funding-

schemes/flagship-programme/ 

3. https://www.studyinfinland.fi/admissions/doctoral-admissions   

4.  Research eco system in Finland (funding calls, research publication database) 

https://research.fi/en/4 

5. Finnish Centres of Excellence CoEs: https://www.aka.fi/en/research-funding/programmes-

and-other-funding-schemes/finnish-centres-of-excellence/new-centres-of-excellence/  

6. Finnish Flagships: https://www.aka.fi/en/research-funding/programmes-and-other-funding-

schemes/flagship-programme/ 

7. Finland Fellowships: https://www.studyinfinland.fi/scholarships/finland-scholarships 7. 

Research Council of Finland: https://www.aka.fi/en/  

8. EDUFI Fellowships for hosting international PhD students in Finland: 

https://www.oph.fi/en/development/edufi-fellowship  

9. General info about living and studying in Finland: https://www.studyinfinland.fi/  

10.  A very quick search to find the fields of studies available in Finnish academia: 

https://opintopolku.fi/konfo/en/ 

 

Examples for open positions; 

https://www.helsinki.fi/en/research/doctoral-education/university-funded-doctoral-researcher-

positions 

https://fi.linkedin.com/jobs/phd-position-jobs?position=1&pageNum=0 

 

General tips for finding field specific PhD positions; 

1. Look at the funded PhD positions advertised under ‘Open positions’ in the Finnish 

universities. These can come any time of the year based on the availability of funding. Make 

it a habit to check these positions regularly. 

2. Or, you can apply for regular application schedules and processes of the Doctoral Schools of 

the Finnish universities. The calls and schedules are different and many times in a year for 

each of the Finnish university. Please note and make a schedule of the application periods of 

the ones interesting for you see the links in point 2 above). 

3. The research positions in the Finnish universities are very multidisciplinary in nature. So, use 

different key words to look for positions. A very narrow search for example PhD in 

Microbiology or PhD in Neuroscience may not be fruitful. Invest your time to find the 

research groups and academics working in your area of interest by searching in different 

sources, for example, the research.fi database or the research database of each university, 

for example, https://research.aalto.fi/ .  

4. In some cases , contacting a professor with very concrete expression of interest to work in 

his/her area may be required 

5. The application and selection processes are straightforward as is described for that position. 
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